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Syrian regime stakes alliances on Idlib
assault as it seeks total territorial control
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

I

n the face of international
condemnation by both opponents and allies, the Syrian regime continued its unflinching assault on one of the
country’s last rebel strongholds in
the northern Syrian province of
Idlib.
The humanitarian cost of the
attack has been overwhelming.
The United Nations said 100,000
civilians have been displaced in
the government offensive that has
seen the destruction of villages,
schools and hospitals across the
region. The United Nations estimates that approximately 2.65
million people, including 1.16 million internally displaced people
who fled there to escape the conflict elsewhere in the country, are
in north-western Syria.
Over the last few months, Turkey, which shares a border with
the province, appeared to have
established a form of entente with
Idlib’s predominant rebel force,
Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS). However, in the face of the current
destruction, Turkey appealed to
Damascus’s allies in Moscow and
Tehran to use their influence to
halt the violence.
Damascus has also received
heavy criticism from human rights
groups and others within the international community, with France
taking the lead in lambasting
the actions of its former colony.
“France condemns the intense
bombardments carried out by the
Bashar Assad regime’s air force
and its allies in the Idlib region in
recent days, particularly those targeting the civilian population and
several hospitals,” the French For-
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eign Ministry said in a statement.
For Assad, the conquest of Idlib
would mark a watershed moment
that would see Syria one step closer to returning the whole country
to his grasp. Damascus lost Idlib
to rebel forces in 2013, after which
control of the province shifted
among a variety of rebel groups,
with HTS currently appearing to be
the most dominant.
“Taking control of Idlib is a vital
part of the regime’s bid to reassert
control over the western, most
populated part of Syria,” Linda
Robinson, a senior international
and defence researcher at the
RAND Corporation, said via e-mail.
“With some remaining areas of
the Middle Euphrates River Valley
to then secure, the regime will be
well on the way to re-establishing
control over the country.”
Control of Idlib would also help
secure the Russian base in neighbouring Latakia, long considered
safe from rebel attack. However,
recent mortar and drone assaults
on Russian positions, thought to
have emanated from Idlib, may explain Moscow’s current silence in
the face of the regime’s aggression.
However, taking territory from
Syria’s rebel groups is a long way
from controlling it. While HTS
controls much of Idlib, the remnants of the foreign fighters of the
Islamic State (ISIS) are thought to
be gathered in the Euphrates River
Valley.
“Syrian opposition, ISIS and HTS
can still wage guerrilla-style attacks and probably will for some
time,” Robinson said, “but there is
good reason to expect that, if Russian air support and ground support from Iranian-advised forces
are brought to bear, the regime will
consolidate its control in the coming months. It will not be an easy
fight, however, as the most potent

Fleeing for safety. Displaced Syrians who fled the fighting in Idlib province drive on a road in a
rebel-held area near the city of Saraqib, on January 7. 						
remaining forces are now concentrated in these two areas.”
However, with a large number of
people radicalised by seven years
of jihadist occupation and war,
plus isolated pockets of armed
resistance dotted throughout the
country, holding territory may
prove as challenging as taking it.
With Damascus apparently unwilling to concede any lesson from
the past seven years of slaughter, many of the conditions that
sparked the war remain. In trying
to assert control over the remaining country, Robinson wrote, the
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regime may seek to rely upon an
occupying, or “holding” force
complemented by “Iranian-backed
and advised NDF (National Defence Force) militia as well as some
number of the Iraqi and other foreign Shia militias and very notably
in the west, the Lebanese Hezbollah. The degree to which the latter
will remain in force in Syria is one
question for the future.”
With much of Syria experiencing
fresh turmoil and the dust barely
settled on the battlefields of Raqqa
and Deir Ez-Zor, peace in Syria appears as elusive as ever.

The ambiguous relationship between Iran and Syrian Druze

T

hroughout Syria’s
seven years of bloody
civil war, the Druze,
one of the country’s
most significant
minority ethnic and
religious groups, have
remained on the sidelines.
Charting a precarious path
between the regime and its opponents, the Druze have put their
own survival above all else. While
their interests have gradually
come to intersect with those of the
regime and its allies, they cannot
be said to align with those of one of
Damascus’s principal allies, Iran, in
the longer term.
Since the beginning of Syria’s
2011 revolution, the Druze have
distanced themselves from the
conflict. Syrian journalist Talal elAtrache said there are three Druze
areas in Syria: Sweida province in
the south-east; Mount Hermon, in
the south-west; and Jaramana and
Sahnaya, two large suburbs south
of Damascus.
Pro-regime support is evident
among the Druze and there are
several pro-government militias
made up mostly of Druze that have
waged battles when their territories were attacked.
Although the establishment
of de-escalation zones within
Syria last year led to a reduction in
violence, one of the Druze’s main
opponents, Hayat Tahrir al-Sham
(HTS), previously al-Qaeda affiliated Jabhat al-Nusra, lies outside
of the agreement’s protection.
HTS has been particularly active
in its persecution of the Druze. In
2015, more than 20 Druze were
killed by Jabhat al-Nusra Front
in the north-western province of
Idlib. After the organisation took

control of Druze territory in Jabal
al-Summaq, several hundred Druze
were forced to convert to Sunni
Islam.
The persecution left the community in a difficult position. On the
one hand, it did not trust Syrian
rebels and the increasing Islamisation of the revolutionary movement. On the other, it resented the
regime’s efforts to impose compulsory military service on Druze
men to stem the massive loss in
manpower it experienced prior to
the Russian intervention.
In response, hundreds of Druze
emigrated or simply refused to
perform military service. A compromise was reached in 2015. The
spiritual leaders of the Druze community and the regime agreed to
an amnesty deal for those the state
had attempted to enlist within
Sweida. Then something like a
rapprochement between the Druze
and the regime and its allies began
to take shape.
“Despite the state shortcomings
and the differences between them,

from time to time the government
enjoys indisputable support in (the
Druze of) Sweida,’’ Atrache said.
The offensive led by HTS intended to occupy the Druze towns
of Hadar and Erneh was resisted
principally by the Syrian Army,
with support from Lebanon’s
Hezbollah and Druze paramilitary
groups, fuelling Druze suspicions
towards a predominantly Islamic
opposition and pushing them further into the arms of Damascus and
its Shia allies.
Those allies, Hezbollah and Iran,
have been operating in southern
Syria since 2013. The border region
is, after all, an entry point into
Damascus, as well as holding geographic access to the continuing
stand-off with the Israeli military,
a prime target for Iranian ambitions. One Hezbollah commander
said both the Party of God and Iran
have been trying to duplicate the
resistance model of South Lebanon, which is home to Hezbollah’s
Shia popular base, within Druze
territory.

Survivalists. Druze gather to contact their relatives on the Syrian side
in the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights, last November.
(Reuters)

Iran’s initial outreach to the
Druze community was spearheaded by Hezbollah member Samir
Kuntar, who was killed by an Israeli
airstrike in December 2015. Kuntar
was believed to be training militiamen and Syrian government forces
near the area where the strikes hit.
“Hezbollah has established itself
in Mount Hermon and Iranian militias appear to be beefing their supply line in the Quneitra and rural
western Damascus line. Iran and its
proxies are mostly active in Daraa
and (within) the death triangle located between the Golan occupied
by Israel, the east of the province
of Daraa and southern Damascus,”
Syrian researcher Mazen Izzi said.
Despite fears of an Islamic opposition, the Druze are wary of
Iranian ambitions. Druze sources
speaking by telephone on condition of anonymity from within
Sweida explained that Iran and
Hezbollah were considered by the
Druze to be occupying forces. “Our
priority is the community survival,
our tribal affiliation and the protection of our land. Beyond that our
interest will diverge with any power that advances its own agenda in
our territory,” the sources said.
Iran’s reliance on Druze loyalty
is ill-advised and looks particularly
likely to falter in the face of an increase of violence within southern
Syria. The Druze are — and will
always be — guided by survival and
not ideology.
“South Syria offers (Iran) a very
different framework than south
Lebanon because of its complex
ethnic and religious specificities,”
Izzi explained. For Iran, no matter
how it might appear, banking on
either southern Syria or the Druze
is a risky gamble.

